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Protect confidential printed documents against internal leaks:
New technologies for well known threats
AlpVision, headquartered in Switzerland, is launching an innovative document
protection solution that is fully integrated with Microsoft Office. AlpVision is a
leading supplier of digital security printing solutions that secure printed
documents and fight counterfeiting. This innovation provides both author and
recipient identification for any printed document with only a few mouse clicks.
Confidential printed documents are then protected against leaks. The same
technology is easily adapted to fight any tampering or counterfeiting for all
printed documents.
Internal printed documents leaks can endanger seriously any business or organization.
Based on its genuine patented Cryptoglyph technology (Crypto = cipher, Glyph = marks)
and developed in cooperation with governmental offices, the AlpVision solution prints a
large number of very small dots on the entire surface of the document, which will
generate a light grey background. These dots contain a ciphered information (128 bit
cipher key minimum), which contain the author’s and recipient’s names. This information
would be retrievable on only a small part of the document if torn. Detection is even
possible many years since the document was printed. The solution resists photocopying
as well.
AlpVision will provide software licenses to have the leak protection integrated into the
Microsoft Office environment. This small software can easily be deployed with standard
IT deployment tools. It works with any office printer (laser, inkjet). To create a leak
protected document, just a few mouse clicks are enough before printout. Therefore
anyone being capable of working with MS Word is also capable to protect a document.
For any further information, please contact:
AlpVision SA
Phone: (international) +41 21 948 6464
Fax : (international) +41 21 948 6465
info@alpvision.com
www.alpvision.com

AlpVision at a glance
AlpVision, headquartered in Switzerland, focuses on digital imaging technology applied to fighting
counterfeiting and securing printed documents. In 2004 the company obtained the prestigious
“European Seal of Excellence”. AlpVision already protects millions of products and documents for
top 100 enterprises worldwide.
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